I, ____________________, the Superintendent of ____________________ (the “LEA”), hereby agree on behalf of the LEA to allow RIDE to transfer the LEA’s FYXX federal Perkins V allocation in the amount of $_____________ to our partner LEA, ____________________ (the “Partner LEA”).

I, ____________________, the Superintendent of the Partner LEA, accept the transfer of these funds on behalf of the Partner LEA to support CTE programming, and will budget them appropriately in the Accelegrants system administered by RIDE.

LEA

By: __________________________
   Signature

Name (printed): ____________________

Title (printed): ____________________

Date: __________________________

PARTNER LEA

By: __________________________
   Signature

Name (printed): ____________________

Title (printed): ____________________

Date: __________________________

Once both LEAs have signed, please submit this document to CTE@ride.ri.gov with the subject line “FY22 Perkins transfer_LEAname1_LEAname2.”